Conferral of allostery to Thermus sp. GH5 methylglyoxal synthase by a single mutation.
There is huge number of oligomeric proteins that show allosteric behaviour as soon as their allosteric effector is provided. Thermus sp. GH5 methylglyoxal synthase is also a homohexameric protein, which displays cooperative behaviour when phosphate concentration increases. Previous studies on this enzyme have indicated that binding of phosphate leads to formation of specific interactions which makes the enzyme capable of displaying allosteric behaviour when its substrate is bound. In this study, it has been shown that a single mutation, independent of phosphate, provides the requirements for showing such cooperative behaviour. However, it is proposed that the allosteric mechanism triggered by phosphate is different from that applied by the mutation. These findings point towards the fact that allostery can be acquired, modulated or eliminated by any alteration in structure and/or dynamics of the proteins and all proteins are potentially capable of showing cooperative behaviour as soon as their prerequisites for this phenomenon are provided by the allosteric effector.